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Message from the Chancellor
As members of the UP Manila community, we are all tasked to
contribute to the fulfillment of its vision to be the leading higher
educational institution for health education, research, and public
service.
In accomplishing our respective functions, we are governed and
guided by policies and guidelines at the national and university
levels which are updated as the university evolves with time and in
response to growing needs and challenges.
This updated version of UP Manila’s Basic Administrative
Manual is now available for use and reference of our offices and
constituents. This manual reflects the policies and procedures that
are aligned with national government policies and procedures on
fiscal management,
budget allocation, procurement, property custodianship,
accounting, bidding, auditing, and human resource development.
It is intended to serve the constituents in defining, understanding
and communicating university policies and procedures,
identifying responsibilities, and providing guidelines in the
performance of specific administrative tasks and procedures.
I commend the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Administration
for overseeing the preparation and printing of this Manual as well
as the administrative support offices for the support extended.
Putting together this manual and ensuring the accuracy and
integrity of what are written here are tasks that entail patience,
resourcefulness, meticulousness, and determination to see to its
completion.
It has been seven years since the last updating of the manual.
Through those seven years, UP Manila has grown physically and
organizationally that has necessarily led to new and/or revised
policies and guidelines in accordance with those at the national
level.
The manual enhances our thrust on streamlining operations for a
more effective and efficient governance and leadership.

CARMENCITA D. PADILLA, MD, MAHPS
Chancellor
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Foreword
One of the important concerns that the UP
Manila administration has been proactively
addressing is the felt need to tackle the
university
goals
through
operational
efficiency. The effort to establish a system
to operate with effective processes is now
realized in this Basic Administrative Manual
of UP Manila which is a compilation of
administrative policies and procedures
governing university’s official transactions and
establishes the legitimacy of management
decisions and actions.
The last time an updated manual was prepared was in 2011 but through the
years, the university has developed complex administrative processes with
the exponential increase in academic, administrative, research, and extension
service activities which require guidelines that will ensure a systematic flow of
transactions.
The manual provides a sequential flow of every transaction pertaining to Basic
Personnel Transactions, Fiscal Policies, Procuraement, Property Custodianship,
Campus Planning and Development, Physical Facilities Management, and
Internal Audit. It will be available online and the link will direct one to specific
chapters and topics.
The provisions of this manual will change over time with new promulgations
or revisions of government and university rules. Meanwhile, we hope that
the framework created by this reference materials within which administrators
and employees can discharge their assigned duties with dispatch and proper
direction, will achieve operational efficiency.

ARLENE A. SAMANIEGO, MD
Vice Chancellor for Administration
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